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19. Abstract (continued)

the alloys in polycrystalline form and the relative magnitudes of the CRSS for
the two slip systems were discussed. Characterization of dislocations and
deformation behavior in selected specimens tested is in progress.
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SECTION 1.0

INTRODUCTION

The turbine section of a turbofan engine operates under the most extreme
conditions. Stresses and temperatures are at high levels and compounded by the
steep gradients and complex component geometries. Both turbine blades and! disks demand the most advanced mechanical properties to sustain these
operating conditions. Nickel superalloys have provided the required
characteristics and the success of engines over the past twenty years can be
traced in no small measure to the success of these alloys. However, new
engines will be required to rotate faster and operate at higher temperatures
to achieve the stretch performance goals that have been established. To reach
these requirements, radically new approaches to alloy design are needed.

S It is generally recognized that development of conventional nickel superalloys
has reached a point of diminishing returns. One of the approaches to achieve
property increases is to develop alloys based on intermetallic compounds. The
approach is basd upon the observation that the ordered structure of compounds
often translate into superior high temperature properties. However, the
options are severely restricted by ductility considerations for most of the

S high melting temperature intermetallic compounds are rather brittle at ambient
temperatures. A necessary requirement for general plasticity is considered to
be the operation of five independent slip systems. A candidate intermetallic,R Ni3Al, has an ordered fcc structure of the L12-type, and deforms at low
temperatures on {llt <110> slip systems which provides five independent slip
systems. Not surprisingly, tensile ductility of Ni3Al single crystals are
very high, approaching 100% at room temperature (Reference 1).

However, Ni3Al in polycrystalline form is brittle, failing at the qrain
boundaries with little or no plastic flow. The problem has been alleviated by
the recent important discovery of the beneficial effect of boron microalloying
on grain boundary cohesive strength of Ni3Al (ReferenGe 2) which has given
impetus to several alloy development efforts based on this intermetallic. We
and others have observed that the beneficial effects of boron, appear to be
influenced significantly by alloy chemistry including stoichiometry, solute
type and concentration. In particular, boron doped hyperstoichiometric Ni3Al
and dilute alloys (Al+Equivalent>25 atomic percent) are brittle. Certain
solutes, especially those which substitute for aluminum, also embrittle boron
doped hypostoichiometric Ni3Al when added in moderate quantities. The origin
for the solute embrittling effects has been attributed entirely to unfavorable
segregation behavior of boron in the presence of those solutes. Thus, a
current approach to ductility problems in polycrystalline Ni3Al alloys is
through control of grain boundary chemistry by addition of various amounts of
boron and related minor elements coupled with heat treatment control. This

S approach has been unsuccessful as evident from results of current Ni3Al
alloy development programs which show that no hyperstoichiometric alloys or
ternary hypostoichiometric alloys containing moderate concentrations of
certain solutes (titanium, for example) has yet been rendered ductile throuqh
manipulation of grain boundary chemistry.

1



A clue to sonme of the ductility problems in polycrystalline Ni3Al alloys hasI been provided most recently from results of studies conducted at Pratt &
Whitney indicating that, in contrast to the high ductility of the binary
Ni3Al single crystals (Reference 1), certain alloyed Ni3Al single crystals
can be quite brittle depending on specific alloy compositions andE stoichiometry. For example, it has been observed that Ni3(Al, Ti) single
crystals containing 12 a/o Ti are so brittle that they cannot be machined
without extensive cracking and hyperstoichiometric alloyed single crystals

S fracture in a brittle manner with low ductility. Obviously alloys which do not
possess general plasticity in single crystal form will be rather brittle in
polycrystalline form. An important implication from these observations is that
the origin of some of the ductility problems in polycrystalline Ni3Al alloys

S is due to a lack of intrinsic ductility in the grains/crystals, not weakness
of grain boundaries per se. This realization could point to an important
departure from our current approach which addresses the polycrystalline

S ductility problem entirely through control of grain size and grain boundary
chemistry. It indicates a potentially fruitful area of research to provide
insights into the effects of alloy composition on basic ductility/deformation

S and fracture behavior. We anticipate that as a result of the current studies,
a set of guidelines will be developed for selection of alloys which are
intrinsically ductile. These alloy compositional guidelines when coupled with
the grain boundary strengthening with boron would provide a more logical basis

S for development of Ni3Al alloys which are not only strong but are also

ductile.
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1.1 Study Plan

1.1.1 Ductility Parameters

The objective of this program is to provide insight into basic
factors which control the intrinsic ductility of Ni3AI alloys. The
factors which are considered to be fundamentally important, and are
being studied in this program, include the following:

Dislocation Characteristics - Fundamentally, plastic deformation
is accomplished by generation and movement of dislocations through a
crystal lattice. Thus, the intrinsic ductility of a crystal is governed
by the ease with which dislocations are generated and the mobility of
these dislocations. It can be shown analytically that both dislocation
parameters are influenced by the configurational structure of the
dislocations. Various types of configurational structures have been
proposed depending on the planar fault energies in the ordered lattice.

The possible types of dislocation dissociations and their associated
planar faults in the L12 lattice has been summarized recently by Pope
and Ezz (Reference 1). Alloying can change the planar fault energies
and favor one type of dislocation configurational structure over the
other. For example, addition of Nb, Ta or V to Ni3Al tends to reduce

vthe antiphase boundary (APB) energy on OOl planes and favor a simple
configurational structure consisting of two superlattice dislocations
connected by a strip of APB. The change in planar fault energies in a
given lattice can also lead to instability of the lattice toward a
derivative structure. For example, the addition of Nb, Ta or V in
sufficient quantities can destabilize the L12 lattice toward D022
lattice. These alloying effects on dislocation configurational
structure and lattice stability has also been discussed by Pope and
Ezz (Reference 1) and by Mishima, et al. (Reference 2) and schemati-
cally illustrated in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1 that addition of
Ni, Ta and Sn to nickel Li2 alloys could theoretically lead to three
different types of dislocation configurational structures. Therefore,
it would be of interest to include tantalum-and tin-containing ternary
alloys in our studies in order to establish experimentally a relation-
ship between dislocation configurational structure and ductility.

Cr-ystallography of Slip - In order for a crystal to be deformed
to an arbitrary shape five independent slip systems must be available
(Von Mises Criterion). This geometrical requirement may have an impor-
tant consequence on ductility of L12 crystals. At low temperatures
L12 crystals deform on octahedral slip systems 1ill <110> which
satisfy the Von Mises Criterion. However, at elevated temperatures
slip on cube systems l001 <110> becomes important in L12 crystals.
Shear deformation on the cube planes alone provides only three inde-
pendent slip systems which are inadequate for accommodation of an
arbitrary state of deformation as experienced, for example, by a grain
in a polycrystalline aggregate or a single crystal deforming in a
constrained manner as in a notch region. Therefore, primary cube slip
could limit the ductility of L12 crystal at elevated temperatures.
The temperature at which primary cube slip occurs in Li2 crystals
depends on orientation of the stress axis, the specific alloy composi-
tion and stoichiometry.

3
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Structural Factors - Formation of localized lattice distortions
associated with ordering of solute atoms at a sublattice could
interfere with the mobility of dislocations due to coherency strain
field around the distortions. The convergent beam electron
diffraction technique (CBEB), which is extremely sensitive to
localized lattice distortions, will be used to determine if such
distortions are present in the alloys evaluated in these studies.

1.1.2 Alloy Formulation

The alloys selected for the present studies consist of three
series, one binary series and two ternary series with tantalum and tin
as the ternary additions which are kept constant at 5 atom percent and
4 atom percent, respectively. The variable within each series is the
aluminum content which may have an important effect on ductility. In
addition, a titanium containing Ni3Al alloy with nominal composition
of Ni, 12 atom percent Al and 11 atom percent Ti left over from a
previous Pratt & Whitney program is also studied in the current
program. Addition of Ti to Ni3Al may lead to a disloration configura-
tional structure different from those due to alloying with Sn and Ta
(Figure 1) since Ti tends to destabilize the L12 toward a different
derivative (D024) lattice. Thus, inclusion of the titanium-containing
alloy may provide a broader data base from which to construct a
theoretical framework later in the program. The alloys are designated
alphanumerically in which the ternary addition is indicated by alpha-
bets followed by the concentrations of aluminum and the alloying
addition, e.g. Sn 214 indicated a ternary Ni3Al alloy consisting of
21 atom percent aluminum and 4 atom percent tin.

1.1.3 Study of Deformation Behavior

Single crystals were chosen to study deformation and fracture
behavior of the alloys to provide the basic information required for
quantitative analysis and modelling. Specimens are being tested with
stress axes in <001>, <110>, <111> and <123> directions which are
selected for the following effects:

<001> No shear on the cube planes.
<111> Near maximum shear stress on the cube planes

and minimum shear stress on the octahedral planes.
<123> Equal shear stress on cube and octahedral planes.

The slip behavior and fracture characteristics in the selection alloys
are being studied using slip line observations and fractographic
analysis. Transmission electron microscopy techniques are being used
to characterize dislocation features in these alloys.

%1%
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S 2.0 Experimental

S 2.1 Preparation of Single Crystals

Single crystals of alloys given in Table 1 were prepared using a
modified Bridgeman crystal growth technique. About 9 kg (20 lb) of
each alloy is melted in vacuum by induction heating using high purity
elements as charge. The molten metal is then poured~into a preheated
ceramic shell mold with a helical crystal starter at the bottom which
is in contact with a water-cooled copper chill. After pouring, the
mold is slowly withdrawn from the furnace under conditions selected to
promote growth of single crystal. The initial withdrawal rate was 76
mm/hour for 100 minutes after which the rate was increased to 102
mm/hour for the remainder of the crystal. Based on previous experi-
ments, this technique typically results in crystals with <001> growth
direction. A schematic diagram of the crystal growing system is given
in Figure 2. More details of the directional solidification process
for growth of single crystal may be found in Reference 3. The crys-
tals produced for the current studies are 90 mm in diameter, 180 mm
long. Such large crystals are necessary in order to have sufficient
material for machining of tensile specimens with stress axes along
various major crystal directions.

The single crystal ingots were centerless ground and nacroetched
to determine the presence of any undesirable secondary grains. Such
grains, if present, were marked and the remaining single crystal
further characterized using back reflection x-ray Laue diffractionA technique. Because of the large dimensions (90 mm diameter, 180 mm
long) of the crystals used in our studies, local variations in crystal
orientation due to formation of subgrains are often encountered. To
obtain an average orientation for the large crystals it is necessary
to sample the crystal orientation at different locations on the bottom
and top faces of the crystal. Typically five spots were
electropolished at each end of the single crystal ingot and x-rayed
along the axis of the ingot. Distribution of crystallographic orien-
tations, as determined from the Laue results at various locations on
the ingot were characterized with reference to three orthogonal
directions, one of which is parallel to the axis of the ingot and the
other two parallel to the dendrite arms. The specific crystallographic

- data from each ingot was then used to orient the ingot for machininq
of specimens with stress axes aligned along <001>, <011>, <111> and
<123> as described in the next section.

2.2 Mechanical Evaluation

The ductility of the selected alloys is being evaluated usinn
tensile testing. Special care was taken in the fabrication of tensile
specimens from the single crystals, the sequence was as follows.
First, cylindrical slugs about 10 mm diameter were wire EDM from. the
single crystal ingot at various angles calculated from the orientation
of the ingot to yield cylinders of the selected orientations. The

rp
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C
specimen slugs were then solution heat treated for 100 hours at 1477K
for the binary and the tantalum-containing ternary alloys, 1066C for
the tin-containing alloys. Subsequently, the slugs were hot isostatic-
ally pressed (HIP) at the respective solution treatment temperature
for 3 hours at 100 MPa. This treatment minimizes the amount of casting
porosity in the crystals. The axial orientation of each slug was
reconfirmed by x-ray analysis prior to machining of tensile specimens.
Plate-type of tensile specimens with dimensions given in Figure 3 were
then wire EDM from the HIP slugs. Testing of the specimens was
conducted at 293K, 700K, 1033K and 1090K and flow and fracture stress-
es determined.

2.3 Characterization of Microstructure and Deformation Behavior

The microstructure of each of the alloys was determined using
standard optical metallographic techniques. The composition of phases
present in selected alloys were studied using a quantitative electron
microprobe technique with elemental standards as references.

The deformation behavior was analyzed using both slip line
observations and transmission electron microscopy techniques. Before
testing specimens were mechanically polished and then electrochemically
polished in a 15% H2S04 in methanol solution at 20V and 293K. This
provides a smooth surface that is necessary for slip trace observa-
tions. After deformation slip trace directions on two adjacent faces
of the specimen were measured and analyzed to determine slip planes.
For detailed TEM analysis 3 mm discs were taken from wafers cut
parallel to slip planes as determined by slip trace analysis. The
wafers were cut using a diamond saw. The foils were electropolished
using a solution of 6% perchloric acid in equal parts of methanol,
ethanol and butanol in a Fischione twin jet electropolisher operated
at 30V, 7 ma/mm, and 258K.

Thin foils were also used to study localized lattice distortion
due to substitutional ternary alloying additions. Convergent Beam
electron diffraction (CBED) techniques were used. Characteristic
triangle formed by 13591 holz lines in the zero order central disc was

.generated for analysis from exactly 11ll oriented foil samples. These
holz lines which are very sensitive to variations in lattice parameter
and crystal symmetry can be used to reveal subtle effects due to local
ordering of substitutional solutes.

3.0 Results and Discussion:

3.1 Program Status

A major effort in the first year program was to produce single
crystals of the nine selected alloys with compositions given in Table
1. Progress has been hampered by a major relocation of the Pratt &
Whitney developmental foundry facility during the first year program.
In addition several experimental problems have been encountered.
Crystals of some alloys could be grown relatively easily while others

6



required several runs, each with a different combination of tempera-
ture and growth rate parameters, before high quality single crystals3 could be produced. At present, all the alloys, with the exception of

* alloys Al 250 and SN 234, have been successfully grown. However,
smaller crystals (25 mm diameter bars) of Al 250 have been produced
and will be used for our study. Effort is continuing to produce Sn
234 in single crystal form.

Currently all the alloys that have been successfully grown into
large single crystals are either in the final stage of specimenI machining or are being tested. Testing has been completed for alloys
Ta 195 and Ti 1211. Results are presented in the next section.
Transmission electron microscopy is in progress.I

S 3.2 Characterization of Single Crystal Orientation and Microstructure

The analyzed compositions of the single crystal ingots are given
in Table 2 and show only minor deviations from the aim. The appear-
ance of the single crystal ingot removed from the shell mold is shown
in Figure 4. Examples of the distribution of crystal orientations
determined on several locations from the top and bottom faces of the
ingot using Laue diffraction technique, are illustrated in Figures 5,
6 and 7 in which the <001> directions from each location were plotted
with reference to three orthogonal axes chosen to be parallel to the
axis of the ingot and the dendrite arm directions. The average
orientation of the <001> directions is indicated by square symibols in
the plots. Figure 5 shows that the <001> growth direction of the Al
240 crystal is several degrees away from the axis of the ingot and
that there is relatively little scatter in crystal orientations at
various locations in the crystal. The orientation distribution plot
for the Ta 195 single crystal, given in Figure 6, shows that <001>
crystal growth direction is nearly parallel to the axis of the ingot
but there is relatively large scatter in crystal orientations at
various locations, compared with Al 240 (Figure 5). An example which
shows both a large deviation of the <001> crystal growth direction
from the ingot axis and relatively large scatter in crystal orienta-
tions is shown in Figure 7 for the Sn 204 single crystal. These
average crystal orientation data were used to orient the ingot during
extraction of cylindrical slugs with axes parallel to <001>, <110>,
<111> and <123> directions using wire EDM technique, and a machined
crystal is shown in Figure 8. The actual orientation of each slug was
determined after heat treatment and used for subsequent analysis of
data. Typically, the actual orientation was found to be within 10
degrees from the target orientation.

Ideally the alloys for ductility study should be single phase and
free of segregations and casting defects. However, due to the solidi-
fication behavior of the alloys selected, a second phase was found in
all the crystals in the as-cast condition. Thus, attempts are being
made to minimize the amount of the second phase by heat treatment. In
the absence of an ideal microstructure, it is important to character-
ize the amount of the second phase present in the alloys and the

7
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partitioning behavior of aluminum and the ternary alloying addition
among the phases. These microstructural and compositional data will
be taken into consideration in subsequent analysis of the ductility
data.

The microstructures of all the binary alloy single crystals in
the as-cast condition consist of NiAl and Ni3Al phases (Figure 9).
The amount of the NiAl increases with increasing Al content and about
10 volume percent was observed in Al 270 in which the NiAl phase
formed as dendrites. The phase compositions of alloys Al 250 and Al
270 were determined using electron microprobe techniques and the
results are given in Table 3 which show that the Ni3AI is slightly
hypostoichiometric and hyperstoichiometric in alloys Al 250 and Al
270, respectively. Heat treatment studies on the binary alloys are
being conducted in an attempt to reduce the amount of NiAl phase. The
heat treatment conditions are based on a more accurate Ni-Al phase
diagram kindly provided to us by Dimiduk (Reference 4).

The microstructure of the tin-containing Ni3Al alloys appear
rather similar. The differences seem to be primarily in the amount
and distribution of the phases. Therefore, microstructure and elec-
tron microprobe results are presented for SN 214 only. Figure 10
shows scanning electron micrographs of the microstructure of Sn 214
single crystal in as-cast condition. The presence of three different
phases, labelled A, B and C in Figure lOb, is apparent. Heat treatinq
the alloy for 50 hours at 1339K produced no important changes in the
microstructure (Figure 11) although the phase boundaries become more
distinctive. As shown in Table 4 some changes in phase composition
took place during heat treatment. Table 4 also shows that Phase A,

the major constituent, is the ternary L12 phase Ni3AI, phase B is
probably a D019 phase Ni3Sn with Al substituting at the Sn sublattice

Xand Phase C is probably a B8 type compound Ni3Sn2 , again with some
substitution of Al at the Sn sublattice.

The microstructure of the tantalum-containing Ni3Al alloys
consist of Ni3AI and NiAl phases. As expected, the amount of the NiAl
phase increases with the aluminum content and reaches about 8 volume
percent in alloy Ta 225 which contains the highest Al content. Both
the microstructure and phase composition in the tantalum-containinq
alloys were found to be rather stable, only minor changes resulted
from a heat treatment for 100 hours at 1477K (Figure 12). The compo-
sitions of the phases in alloy Ta 225 are shown in Table 5 which shows
a much larger solubility for Ta in Ni3Al, than in the NiAl phase.
Further, if one assumes that all the Ta atoms occupy only the Al
sublattice sites, than the L12 phase in Ta 225 is hyperstoichio-
metric. Stoichiometry has been shown to play a major role in the
ductility of polycrystalline Ni3Al alloys. The role of stoichiometry
in basic deformation behavior will be a subject of our study in the
near future.
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3.3 Temperature and Orientation Dependence of Strengths and Ductility

A comparative study of the temperature dependence of plasticU anisotropy of single crystal Ni3Al alloys is considered crucial to a
basic understanding of the ductility of this class of materials with
L12 structure. To meet this objective, tensile specimens machined inI the four major orientations <OOl>,<Oll>,<lll> and <123> were tested
between room temperature and 1144 K(1600F). Testing has been fully
completed for two alloys Ta 195 and Ti 1211.

The tensile test results for the alloys Ta 195 and Ti 1211 are
presented in Table 6(a)-(d) and Table 7(a)-(d) respectively. In each
case the results for each of the four major orientations are presented
in separate tables (a) to (d). The average of actual orientation of
the top and bottom ends of the cylindrical slug from which multiple
specimens were machined is also included for each specimen. The
orientation is described in terms of three angles the specimen axis
makes with respect to the principal <001> directions. The average of
the actual orientations for the two alloys tested are plotted in a
stereographic triangle in Figure 13 which show that all of the orien-
tations are within 10 degrees from the aim. The largest sca tri
orientations between the two alloys can be observed in T2 and
(Ol1J . As will be shown these orientational differences may have
resulted in apparent differences in ductility behavior between the two
alloys in these two orientations. The axial orientation angles are
used to calculate the appropriate Schmid factors for the primary
octahedral and cube slip systems as shown in lower part of each table.I These factors in turn are used to resolve the yield stress into shear
strength components.

The tensile yield strengths are plotted against temperature in
V Figure l4a and b for the alloys Ta 195 and Ti 1211 respectively.

Qualitatively it is apparent that the orientation and temperature
dependence of yield strength of both the alloys is similar. In both
alloys the most anomalous rise in strength with temperature is ob-
served for the 001> orientation, as expected. Other orientations
show yield strength peaks around 7OOK. In the <001> oriented speci-
mens in which the resolved shear stress RSS for cube slip is insignif-
icant the RSS for the octahedral slip can be considered a true indica-
tion of the critical resolved shear strength CRSS. There is no such
clear way of assessing the CRSS of cube slip since there is no orien-
tation for which the octahedral slip can be completely suppressed.
Nevertheless, the behavior of <111> orientation is a good indication of
the CRSS on cube slip since the orientation is geometrically better
disposed to deform by cube slip than octahedral slip. Thus, it is
quite logical to assume that the temperature region in which the RSS
for cube slip based on the <111> orientation is significantly lower
than the CRSS for octahedral slip based on <001> orientation, the
material would deform predominantly by cube slip. From the yield
strength data for <001> and <111> specimens and with some simplifying
assumptions the CRSS for octahedral and cube slip can be calculated
which are shown in Figure 15. The effect of constriction stress for

9



the Shockly partials as discussed by Lall et. al. (Reference 5) was
not taken into consideration in the CRSS calculations. The CRSS for
the binary Ni3Al calculated from yield strength data of Kear and
Copley (Reference 6) are also included in Figure 15 for comparison.
Figure 15 shows interestingly that the CRSS for the cube slip in
Ni~ are relatively unchanged by the tantalum or titanium
additions. In contrast, the CRSS for octahedral slip in Ni3Al are
increased significantly by the alloying additions. An apparent conse-

4M quence of these CRSS changes on ductility will be discussed in the
following.

The tensile ductility of Alloys Ta 195 and Ti 1211 are given in
Figure 16 which shows that ductility is determined significantly by
crystal orientation and temperature. The ductility behavior of
specimens with <001> and <111> orientations is rather similar for the
two alloys. The fracture elongations of <001> specimens remain at 10
to 20% level, relatively unchanged by test temperature. The <111>
specimens which have the lowest ductility at room temperature among
all the orientations studied show rapid increase in ductility with
temperature and reach a ductility peak at about 1100K. Since the two
alloys presumably deformed by cube slip because of the lower CRSS for
cube slip (Figure 15) in the temperature regime where significant
ductility increase is observed, the <111> ductility data suggest that
the mobility of dislocations in the cube slip systems is high at
intermediate temperatures. In contrast to the <001> and <111> orien-
tations there are some noticeable ductility differences between the
two alloys in the nominally <011> and <123> orientations. The reasons
for the observed differences are not clear at present, it could be due
to differences in the specific orientations of the specimens (see
Figure 13) or specific compositions of the alloys. The ductility
trends as a function of alloy composition, orientation and temperature
will be studied in greater detail in the near future as more data
become available.

It is interesting to compare the tensile ductility of the two
ternary alloys in 001 orientation with the binary alloy studied by
Copley and Kear (Reference 6), Figure 11. The binary alloy shows
significantly higher ductility at low temperatures compared with the
ternary alloys, and the ductility decreases with increasinq tempera-
ture to a minimum at about 1100K. The difference in ductility behav-
ior between binary and the Alloys Ta 195 and Ti 1211 is related to the
configurational structures of the dislocations present in these alloys.
This aspect is being studied in this program using transmission
electron microscopy technique. Since the configurational structure of
dislocations is related to various planar fault energies which, in
turn, would change the dislocation mobility on octahedral and cube
slip systems, a correlation of CRSS for 'octahedral and cube slip with
ductility is suggested. Indeed, if one plots the ratios of
CRS5 for cube slip to the CRS5 for octahedral slip as a function of
temperature for the binary alloy and the ternary alloys as a group, the
curves follow the same trend as the <001> ductility curves, Figure 18.
It becomes apparent that in general the smaller the ratio (more
readily cube slip occurs) the lower the <001> ductility. In fact for
the isostructural compound Pt3A1 for which the CRSS ratio is always
less than unity, the alloy in <001> orientation has been found to be
extremely brittle at low temperatures (Reference 7).

10



3.4 Ductility of Polycrystalline Ni3Al Alloys

It has been shown that boron doped polycrystalline Ni3Al alloysB with compositions similar to those of Ta 195 and Ti 1211 show rather
low ductility in the temperature range currently studied (Reference
8). In contrast, the boron doped polycrystalline binary alloy shows
high ductility at room temperature and the ductility decreases with
increasing temperature. Thus, qualitatively the ductility of the
polycrystalline alloys and the ductility of single crystals in <001>
orientation follow similar trends. The cause for the apparent similar-
ities may be basically related to the fact that only octahedral
slip can contribute toward ductility for both the polycrystalline
alloys and the <001> crystals. As indicated in the last section,
increasing the CRSS ratio for cube slip to octahedral slip may be an
effective technique for improving ductility of polycrystalline Ni3Al
alloys. This aspect will be studied further as more data become
available in this program.

S 4.0 Summary

To study the effects of alloying on ductility of Ni3Al alloys,
three series of alloys were formulated and produced as single crystals.
The alloying additions selected include tantalum, tin and titanium
which tend to destabilize the Ll? lattice toward different derivative
structures by changing the relative magnitudes of the planar fault
energies. rhese alloying effects are being studied in terms of thep structural configuration of dislocations produced, deformation behavior
and the resulting ductility of the alloys. A major effort in the
first year program was to grow single crystals of the selected alloys
and some technical difficulties were encountered. Single crystals of
all the selected alloys, with the exception of a tin-containing alloy
have now been successfully grown. Tensile testing has been completed
for tantalum and titanium-containing alloys. Relative to the
binary alloy, the alloying additions were found to significantly
increase the critical resolved shear strength CRSS for octahedral slip
system without substantially affect ing the CRSS for the cube slip
system. A possible relationship between ductility of the alloys in
polycrystalline form and the relative magnitudes of the CRSS for the
two slip systems were discussed. Characterization of dislocations and
deformation behavior in selected specimens tested is in progress.
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I 5.0 Future Work

o Complete tensile testing and deformation analyses of the selectedI single crystal alloys.
o Examine critically the relationship between effects of alloying on

structural configurations of dislocations, deformation behaviorU and ductility of the selected alloys.
o Based on results obtained construct a theory to predict the

ductility behavior of Ni3AI alloys as a function of alloying

addition.
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Figure 1 Schematic Diagram Summarizing the Effects of Various Solute
Elements on Lattice Stability of the L12 Structure and the Likely
Types of Dislocation Dissociation Which Would Occur. The

11 Distribution of the Solute Atoms on the Close-Packed PLanes of

Various Derivative Structures and Their Stacking Sequence are also
Depicted
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Figure 8 Appearance of a Crystal Section After Cylindrical Slugs with
Different Crystallographic Orientations Have Been Removed by EDri
Technique
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Figure 9 Ilicrostructure of Al 240 in the as-cast Contdition. The Dark Phase
is NiAl
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(a)

L

C

2O01

(b)

Figuire 10 Scanning Electron Tlicroqraph of Sn 214 in the as-cast Condition.
The Compositions of the Phases Labelled A, B and C in (b) are Given
in Table 4
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11 Scanning Electron Micrograph of Sn 214 After a Heat Treatment of 50
Hours at 1339K. The Composition of the Phases Lahelled A, B and C
in (b) are Given in Table 4
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Figure 14 (a) Yield Strength Verses Temperature Curves of Single Crystal
Specimens from Alloy Ta 195
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S Figure 14 (b) Yield Strength Verses Temperature Curves of Single Crystal
Specimens from Alloy Ti 1211
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'able I

Nominal Compositions of Alloys Selected for Study

Atom Percent

Alloy Ni Al Other

Al 240 Bal. 23.5

Al 250 Bal. 25.0

Al 270 Bal. 26.5

Ta 195 Bal. 18.5 5.0 Ta

Ta 205 Bal. 20.0 5.0 Ta

Ta 225 B;I . 21.5 5. 0 Ta

Sn 204 Bal. 19.5 4.0 Sn

Sn 214 Bal. 21.0 4.0 Sn

Ile Sn 234 Bal. 22.5 14.0 Sn

33
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Table 2

Analyzed Alloy Compositions

Atom Percent

Ni Al Other

Al 240 76.5 23.5

Al 250 (1) (1)

Al 270 73.7 26.3

Ta 195 76.4 18.6 5.0 Ta

3 Ta 205 74.7 20.3 5.0 Ta

Ta 225 73.3 21.7 5.0 Ta

Sn 204 75.9 20.1 4.0 Sn

Sn'214 75.8 20.9 3.3 Sn

Sn 234 75.4 21.1 3.5 Sn

Ti 1211 76.9 11.9 11.3 Ti

(1) To be determined.
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Table 3

Compositions of the Phases in Al 250 and Al 270

Ni Al

Al 250 (Bulk, Nominal) 75 25

Ni 3Al 75.2 24.8

NiAl 64.4 35.6

Al 270 (Bulk, Nominal) 73.5 26.5

Ni 3Al 74.7 25.3

NiAI 62.6 37.4
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5 Table 4

Compositions of the Phases in Sn 214 Single Crystal

Atom Percent

Ni Al Sn

As Cast

Phase A 75.7 23.0 1.2

Phase B 72.8 4.9 22.2

Phase C 60.3 2.4 37.2

After 50 Hours at 1339K

Phase A 75.0 23.1 1.9

Phase B 73.5 6.5 20.0

Phase C 62.1 4.5 33.4
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Table 5

Composition of the Phases in Ta 225 Single Crystal

Atom Percent

Phase Ni Al Ta

Ll2 73.3 21.1 5.6

B2 60.1 39.9
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